
1. Name:

2. Meaning/origin of name:

3. Current major:

4. Field(s) or profession(s) I 
am pursuing/considering:

5. One key question I have 
about my purpose is:

6. A memorable or life-
changing experience:

7. My Myers-Brigg’s 
personality type is:

8 .My spiritual gifts are:

9. My talents and abilities 
include:

10. What I love to do in my 
free time:

11. Kinds of work that I enjoy:

12. My strengths are:

13. My weaknesses or growth 
areas:

14. What nurtures or feeds 
my “soul”?

15. What grounds me in my 
own sense of worth and 

value?

16. My top three values:

17. My religious, spiritual or 
worldview identity:

18. A central value or 
guiding principle of my faith 

or worldview:

19. Any reoccurring message 
or insight in my life:

20. Favorite verse or quote:
21. Communities I am part of 

that shape my identity:

22. Important mentors or 
guides in my life:

23. Insights others in this 
circle have given me on this 

vocation journey:

24. In what context do I feel 
most free to be me?
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25. Doubts/fears/attatchments 
blocking me in pursuit of my 

purpose:

26. Expectations I feel from others 
for what I should do with my life:

27. Needs in the world that tug on my 
heart strings:

28. God's deep purpose for the world 
according to Scripture:

29. My heart sings when:

30. A dream or hope I have for my 
own life:

31. A dream or hope that I have for 
others:

32. The good life is:

33. Cultural expectations I'm aware 
of that I don't want to unthinkingly 

follow:

34. What would I most want to be 
remembered for:

35. Failures or disappointments I have 
learned from:

36. Aha moments/insights during this 
vocation exploration process:

37. Discernment tools/practices that I 
find helpful:

38. What is one next step that I want 
to take on this vocation journey?

39. In one phrase, my 
purpose/vocation is:

40. Discoveries from this vocation 
exploration that address or answer 

my question from week one:

41. Ways outside of my field or 
workplace that I can live out my 

vocation:

42. Ways that I can live out this 
vocation in my chosen field:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


